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ON AFFINE PLANES NON-EXTENSIBLE TO LAGUERRE PLANES 
AND SOME RELATED PROBLEMS 
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(Received March 13, 1987) 

Summary. Some examples of affine planes non-extensible to a Laguerre plane are studied and 
conditions for the uniqueness of a Laguerre extension are given. 

Keywords: Laguerrian extensions, the Hughes projective plane over nearfield. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that every Laguerre plane induces affine planes (cf. [2], p. 260) 
but the converse of this statement is not true in general. In the article [3] I have 
announced a necessary and sufficient condition for an affine plane to be extensible 
to a Laguerre plane. This condition requires the existence of non-empty family of 
point sets of an affine plane with some simple properties. The sets of points (called 
L-ovals in [3]) may be introduced analogously as some classes of parabolas in the 
real plane. 

As the family of L-ovals cannot be generally described in analytical terms the 
synthetic method has to be applied. Thank to this method it was possible to describe 
irregular cases to which simple algebraization is not applicable. 

A certain non-typical Laguerre plane associated with the affine Moulton plane 
and a family of L-ovals analogous to "modified parabolas"was constructed on the 
basis of axioms of the family of L-cvals (see [3]). The example presented above 
gives an answer to a crucial question: 

Are not the conditions characterizing the family of L-ovals so strict that they are 
fulfilled only by those affine planes on which L-ovals are simply parabolas? 

The problem cf uniqueness is evidently connected with extension. Actually, we 
have two problems as the construction of a Laguerre extension is done in two signi
ficantly different steps. 

The first step is the construction of an affine plane where the family of L-ovals 
(,,structure of parabolas") is selected. The second step of a Laguerre extension consists 
in completing the affine plane with the ,structure of parabolas" by improper points. 
to a Laguerre plane. 



Two crucial problems concerning additional conditions for L-ovals (which should 
be added in order to eliminate ambiguities) and the type of extension (i.e. relations 
between L-ovals and lines on the affine plane and the Laguerre chains) are related 
to these two steps of a Laguerre plane extension. 

The former problem was solved on the basis of Artzy's condition (IT*) formulated 
in terms of 4-pascalian ovals (see [1]). This condition associates the oval on the 
projective plane with the quadratic equation in a certain Hall's coordinate system. 

The latter problem of the uniqueness of the extension was solved on the basis of 
two conditions concerning additional objects completing the affine plane to the 
Laguerre one. 

Another crucial question consists in the presentation of examples of affine planes 
non-extensible to a Laguerre plane. This question will be discussed in the second 
part of my paper. 

The first part is devoted to the above mentioned extensibility problems and to the 
solution of some of them. The detailed proofs are omitted and can be found in my 
papers [3] and [4]. The results concerning the construction of non-extensible affine 
planes are presented in a more detailed way. 

It seems that it is rather difficult to find examples of finite affine planes which are 
not extensible to Laguerre planes. In the case of Mobius or Minkowski planes the 
theorem about non-existence of non-Miquelian planes of even order is well known. 
This each non-Desarguesian affine plane of oven order is extensible to neither 
Mobius nor Minkowski plane. The analogous theorem concerning Laguerre planes 
has not been known so far. 

1. THE SYNTHETICAL CHARAKTERIZATION OF EXTENSIBILITY 
AND TWO UNIQUENESS PROBLEMS 

The Laguerre plane will be denoted by P = (0>, (€, — > where & is the set of 
points, <% c 2^ is the set of elements called chains and the relation — c [ ( ^ u ^ ) x 
x (0> u ^ ) ] is the touch relation (cf. [2], p. 258). The equivalence class of the touch 

relation (on points) containing the point P will be denoted by [P ] - . 

Lemma 1.1. Let Q be any point of a Laguerre plane P = (0>, (€, — > and let 
j / = ^ \ { P e ^ : P - Q}, L = [OL\{Q}:Q - oce^} u{[P]_:<2 + Pe^}. The 

incidence structure PQ = < J / , L, e> is the affine plane, where jtf is the set of points, 
L-the set of lines (induced by a point Q of a Laguerre plane). The set Z£l = 
= {[P]~: Q + P e ^ } constitutes the equivalence class of parallel lines. 

Lemma 1.2. If Qe0>, Q^(oce^) in a Laguerre plane p = <^»? # , - > then 
(a n $4) u {&i} is an oval in the projective supplement p- of p 



Definition 1.3. An affine plane A = <ja/, L, e> will be said to be extensible to 
a Laguerre plane if there exists a Laguerre plane P = <^ , # , — > with a point Q 
such that 4 = PQ. 

Definition 1.4. Let (Y) be any fixed direction, i.e. any fixed class of parallel lines 
on an affine plane A = {s/, L, e>. 

a) Any subset a of stf is called an Il-oval (short: L-oval) if a u {(Y)} is an oval in 
the projective supplement A~ of A. 

b) Two L-ovals a, /? are called congruent if and only if they satisfy one of the fol
lowing conditions: 

1°. a = J8. 
2°. a n /? = {P}, P e stf and the tangents of a and /? at P are distinct. 
3°. a n ft = 0 and there exists an L-oval 9 such that |a n #| n |# n /?| = 1; 

a, 9 and 9, J? are pairs of congruent L-ovals in the sense defined by case 2°. 
c) Two points P, Qe stf are called touching if there exists / e (Y) such that P, Qe I. 
We use the notation a ~ P if L-ovals a and jS are congruent. For the touch relation 

on points of stf and its negation we use the same symbols as in a Laguerre plane 
( - o r +, respectively). 

A necessary and sufficient condition for an affine plane to induce a Laguerre 
plane is presented in 

Theorem 1.5. An affine plane A = <*s/, L, e> is extensible to a Laguerre plane 
if and only if there is a non-empty set 3C of L-ovals on A satisfying axioms XI — X6: 

XI. For any three non-collinear points P, Q, R of s/ such that (P,Q,R)+ 

there exists a unique L-oval a e i containing P, Q, R. 
X2. For every line I e L\ (Y) and points P,Qes4 such that P el, Q$l, P + Q 

there is exactly one L-oval cce $C such that Qecc, a n / = {P}. 
X3. For every L-oval a € 9£ and two non-touching points P, Qe stf there exists 

exactly one L-oval fi e$C such that {P, Q] a P and a ~ p. 
X4. For every L-oval a e f , every line I e L\(Y) and every point P e I there is 

a unique L-oval P e 3C such that p n J = {P} and a ~ p. 
X5. For each L-oval a e l " and each point P^a there exists a unique L-oval 

pe% such that P e p, a ~ p and a n p = 0. 
X6. If a - P, p ~ 9, a n p = 0 and \P n »\ = 1, then |a n 8| = 1. 
The question of finding a necessary and sufficient condition for the extensibility 

is connected with many additional problems. Some of them concern the analysis 
of non-standard examples of L-ovals. The existence of non-standard families of 
L-ovals underlines the fact that the synthetical description involves a larger class 
of planes than the well known analytical description. 

Let us consider the affine Moulton plane (AF, LF, e> over an ordered Euclidean 
field & = <F, + , •, <> where 

AF = F2, LF = L1F u L2F u L 3 F and 



LIF = {{*, y) eF2: x = a}, a e F} , 

L2F = {{*> y) e F2: 3; = ax + 6}; 0 = a e F, b e F} , 

f f, v _, fax + b for x > 0} 0 > a e F; 1 + k> 0,1 
L3 f = | | ( x ) y ) e r : y = | t o + ft ^ x - 0 | ; b> ^ | . 

We define the family of L-ovals 9C = 9C1 u #*2 putting 

#-, = {{(*, y ) e F2: y = ax2 + bx + c}; a, b, c e F, a + 0, b ^ 0} , 

_ f f, x r 2 fax2 + bx + c for x = 0l 
X2 = | | ( x , y ) 6 F » : j , = | a x 2 + kbx + c for x < 0 | ; 

a,b,c, ke F, b < 0,1 
a + 0, k > 1 J ' 

We have 

Theorem 1,6. The family % of L-ovals satisfies the conditions Xx, ...,X6 from 
Theorem 1.5. 

The existence of such a family guarantees that the affine plane <4F, LF, e> is 
extensible to a Laguerre plane. (This Laguerre plane does not satisfy the bundle 
theorem and consequently it is a non-Miquelian plane; for some details, see [3].) 
Some examples of standard and non-standard affine planes inducing different families 
of generalized parabolas were analysed by Hartman in [5] and [6], (The necessary 
and sufficient condition for the extensibility does not guarantee that the family of 
L-ovals is uniquely determined. It ensures only that the affine plane induces at least 
one structure of parabolas.) Adding to the axioms Xl9 ...,X6 of L-ovals the con
dition stating that all L-ovals are 6-pascalian we can guarantee the uniqueness in 
a rather trivial way. However it turns out that an affine or of Artzy's condition 77* 
(concerning 4-pascalian ovals — see [l]) added to axioms Xu ..., X6 also guarantees 
the uniqueness of the structure of parabolas. 

Let us consider the condition 
n*Y). For any Ly-6val ot and its three different points A, B, C the conditions B' e AC, 
C e AB, BB' e (Y), CC e (Y) imply that the line B'C is parallel to the straight line 
AA tangent to a in A. 

We have 

Theorem 1.7. Let (Y) be a class of equivalence of parallel lines in an affine plane A. 
There exists at most one family 9C of Ly-ovals in A satisfying axioms Xi,\..,X6 

and n*Y). 
Analysing the other step in the process of extension we can use some results ob

tained by I. Hunjic, M. Polonijo and V. Volenecin [8]. Examining the Euclidean 
plane $ = <A, L, # , e> /which can be viewed as an affine plane (A, L, e) with the 
family of circles Vj Hunjic and others formulated the following conditions (i), (ii) 



which should be satisfied by the Mobius extension (M, K, e) jM — the set of points, 
K — the set of chains/ of the Euclidean plane: 

(i) Aa M, 

(-0 v«ea IkeK (« c fc). 

These conditions can be analysed with regard to the Laguerre case. It turns out 
that they are not sufficient to guarantee the uniqueness of the extension. (A simple 
counterexample can be based on the following obserwation: starting from the affine 
plane with the structure of parabolas over the field Q of rational numbers one can 
find the Laguerre extension forming the Laguerre "rational plane". However, the 
real Laguerre plane also satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) with respect to the initial 
"rational affine plane with circles". Using the model — theoretical theorem of 
Lowenheim-Skolem one can construct similar extensions of an arbitrary infinite 
cardinality). 

Let .us define the Laguerrian extension in the following way: 

Definition 1.8. Given an arbitrary affine plane A = (stf, L, e) with the family of 
L-ovals SC, by its Laguerrian extension we mean the Laguerre plane P = <^, #, — > 
satisfying the conditions 

(1) si c0>9' 

(2) Vae£r 3 ^ (a c= X). 

Let us denote by Card a condition limiting the cardinality of new objects adjoined 
to L-ovals and to lines from the pencil (7). Using the notation from Definition 1.8 
we can present the condition Card as the following conjunction: 

(Card) [V„, VAe* (a=A) =» |A\ <x| g 1] A [ V ^ V * , (B-A) => B e < | . 

The essential results concerning uniqueness problemms can be formulated in the 
following way (cf. [3]): 

Theorem 1.9. Let A be an affine plane with the distinguished pencil (Y) of parallel 
lines. Conditions Xu ...,X6 and I7*Y) concerning the structure of parabolas {the 
family of LY-ovals) and the condition Card concerning the type of extension guar
antee the uniqueness of the Laguerrian extension. 

2. SOME EXAMPLES OF AFFINE PLANES NON-EXTENSIBLE 
TO THE LAGUERRE PLANE 

We will show that two affine planes associated with the Hughes projective plane 
over the near-field of order 9 are non-extensible to the Laguerre plane. The method 
of proof is rather complicated and consists in finding a 4-arc which cannot be com-



pleted to an oval. Analysing 5-arcs non-extensible to an oval it is easy to verify 
that the sum, of two 5-arcs of this type forms an interesting configuration (103), 
distinguished by Hilbert and Cohn-Vossen as non-realizable in the real and complex 
projective plane (see [3]). 

Hughes in [7] interpreted the projective plane of order 9 over a near-field as an 
incidence structure R(NF9) = (01, $£, e> with the point set 

& = {Ah Bh Ch Dh Eh Fh Gh i = 0, 1, ..., 12} 

and the line set 

~£ = {Li, Lj, L2j, L1+j, L2 + 2j, L1 + 2j, L2+y* / = 0, 1, ..., 12] . 

Besides, 

Li \AQI A1, A3, A9, B0, C0, Do> -̂ o> ̂ o> GQ) , 

Lj = {^0> -^l> ^8> ^ 3 > ^ l l > ^2> ^5> ^6> ^7> ^ 9 } > 

L2j = {̂ o> ^i> C8, El9 E9, F3, Fn, G2, G5, G6} , 

Ll+j = {^0> Bl-> #9> # 1 > ^ 8 > ^2> ^5> I^6> ^3> < ? n } , 

L2 + 2j = {^0> #2> -^5> -̂ 6> Q > C n , Li, F8, F7, F9} , 

L1 + 2J = {^0> C 7 , Q>> ^2> ^5> ^6> ^3> ^11> F\> ^S} > 

L2+; = {^o> 53> #11> ^2> ^5> Q > ^7> ^9> ^1> G 8 } 

and we obtain 
Li jk = 1,I, 2j, 1 + 7, 2 + 27, 1 + 27, 2 + 7; i = 1, 2,..., 12/ by adding „ f to 

the indices of points lying on L°k and reducing them modulo 13. The set F = 
= {Ah i = 0, 1, ..., 12} forms the point set of the projective plane R(F3) over the 
field f3 = {0, 1, 2}. Thus R(F3) is a subplane of R(NF9). 

The authors of [7] described a group ^ of automorphisms of R(NF9) containing 
the subgroup 

£ = {id, (BDG) (CEF), (BGD) (CFE), (BC) (DF) (EG), (BE) (CD) (FG), 

(BF)(CG)(DE)} 

and the cyclic group I = {A1: i = 0, 1, . . . , 12} where A1 means adding i (mod. 13) 
to the index of a point, for example A7(B9) = B3. Every automorphism cp of £ is 
a pair or a triple of cyclic permutations. 

Definition 2.1. Let a be an arc in a projective or affine plane, a is complete if each 
point of the plane belongs to a secant of a. Points not lying on the secants of the 
arc a will be called adjoinable points of a. 



Lemma 2.2 Let a be a k-arc in a projective plane R = <JR, L, e> of order w. 
Let P be an arbitrary point of a. Then a cannot be extended to an oval of R, if one 
of the following conditions is fulfilled: 
(a) There exist two different tangents p, q of a at P such that for any adjoinable 

point Te pu q the (k + 1)-arc a u { T j cannot be extended to any oval of R. 
(b) There exist two different tangents of a at P none of which contains any ad

joinable point. 

Proof. There are n - F l — (k — \) = n — k + 2 tangents of a at P and they 
together contain all adjoinable points of a by Definition 2.L If P is an arc such that 
a c p and / is the tangent of a then P contains at most one adjoinable point of a 
lying on /. Thus if /? contains only adjoinable points of a lying on (n — k) tangents 
of a then j8 consists of at most k + (n — k) = n points. Hence P is not an oval. 

Using automorphisms of Hughes it is easy to verify the following lemma: 

Lemma 2.3. Let Lk be any line of the projective plane R(NF9) = R. If Ll
k contains 

four points (exactly one point) of the projective subplane R(F3) then the planes RLkt 
and RLx(RLkt and RLjo) are isomorphic, where RLkt is the affine plane induced 
by the line L!k. 

Lemma 2.4. Let a e f be an L-oval in an affine plane A = (stf, L, e> with the 
distinguished direction Y. Then the ideal line of the plane A~ is the tangent of the 
oval P = a u { i j at Y. 

Lemma 2.5. Let Q be a point of a Laguerre plane P = <JP, <€, — > and let Y be 
the point of PQ -= (J%, Z£, e> corresponding to the equivalence class of parallel 
lines L/ by Lemma 1.1. Then every 4-arc tangent to the ideal line at the point Y 
may be extended to an oval. 

Proof. Let a = {Y, Z, U, V] be a 4-arc tangent to the ideal line at the point Y 
in the projective plane PQ. Thus Z, U, V are points of the affine plane PQ = 
=- <*s/, L, e> and because of Lemma 1.1 they belong to &. 

Let P be a unique chain containing Z, U, V. Lemma 1.2 implies that & = (p n $4\ u 
u {y} is an oval in PQ and a c 9, of course. 

Corollary 2.6. If A is an affine plane extensible to a Laguerre plane then A~ 
contains an ideal point Y such that every 4-arc tangent to the ideal line at Y is 
extensible to an oval. 

Remark 2.7. Let a be a fc-arc in a projective plane R = <J%, S£, e>, let lines p, q 
be its tangents such that a n p n q + 0 and Pl9..., Pt (Qu ..., Qj) are the only 
adjoinable points of a lying on p(q). Then we shall use the following notation: 
/a: p ~ Pi9..., Pt; q <+> Qu ..., Qj. Analogously /a: p; q\ means that p and q 
contain no adjoinable point of a. 
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Theorem 2.8. Let a = {A0, £ 7 , D9, G3} wfcere A0, El9 D9, G3 are points of a pro
jective plane R(NF9). There is no oval containing the 4-arc a. 

Proof. The main idea is based on l imma 2.2. For the sake of clarity we shall 
consider only tangents of the 4-arc a at the point A0. It is easy to verify that we have 
the following situation: 

/a: L° ~ Al9 A3, A9, D0, £0 , F0; L\ ~ A5, A7, B4, D4, F4, F4/. 

Now we will show that there exists no oval on the R(F9) plane containing the 5-arc 

a u { A , ] . 

uB.y.V0; L\2~Asj; 

UD3):L\~A7; L\2 ~ B12j ; 

i> G9]
: L2+2j ~ Eii Lt ~ Ai\; 

uB6}:L° + 2j~ D5; L° ~ Bxj ; 

l9C3}:L°^Bi; L\2 ~A8j; 

!,£,}: L? + 2 y ~ . F 8 ; L\° ~F10j; 

i? &i, As\: L1 + 2J Lx J ; 

n A \- i° - rl0l • 

1? uZ-> A7j. J^1 + 2j, - - ! / , 

l9D2,B12}:L° + 2J; L\ ~ A7/ ; 

1? G9, Ft}: L\; LX \ ; 

i? G9, An\: L1 + 2j; Lv \ ; 

UB6, D5}: L*; L\°l ; 

i> B69 Bt}: Lt ; Lt J ; 

l,C3,B1\:L1 ; L1 + 2jl ; 
I? C3» ^s}* El9 L1 I ; 
l9 El9 F8}: Lx ; Lx/ ; 

i» ^i> ^ io} : -̂ 7» Li + 2jl ; 

i-> D3, B12, A7\: L2 + 2j; L1 + 2jj . 

The procedure is similar in the case of the other 5-arcs. The full proof of this the
orem can be found in [3]. 

JOL U {A ! 

/a u {A ! 

/a u M l 

/a u {-*!, 

JOL u {A!. 

JOL u {Лu 

JOL U {A! 

JOL U {A ! 

/a u {A! 

/a u {A ! 

/a u {Лu 

/ a u {A1 ; 

/a u {A t 

/a u {A, 

/a n {Av 

/a u {A! 

/a u {A! 

/a u {A! 
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Definition 2.9. Let A be an affine plane and Yan ideal point of A", i.e. a pencil 
of parallel lines of an affine plane A. A plane A is locally non-extensible to a Laguerre 
plane with respect to the pencil Y if there is no Laguerre plane P = (&9%>9 — > 
with a point Q e 0* satisfying the two following conditions: 

(1) PQ = A, 

(2) JS?/ = {[0]_; Q + O e ^ J = 7. 

Corollary 2.10. An affine plane A is non-extensible to a Laguerre plane if and 
only if it is locally non-extensible with respect to every ideal point Yof A~. 

Corollary 2.11. If there exists on an affine plane A at least one 4-arc non-extensible 
to an oval and tangent to the ideal line of the projective plane A~ at the point Y 
then A is locally non-extensible to a Laguerre plane with respect to the pencil Y. 

Theorem 2.12. Let R(NF9) be the projective plane. Then the affine planes RLj0 

and RLjo are non-extensible to a Laguerre plane. 

Proof. The line L°(L°{) is the ideal line of RLjo(RLlo). According to Corollaries 
2.10, 2.11 it is enough to show that for every point X lying on L° there exists a 4-arc a 
tangent to the line L° at the point X such that a cannot be extended to an oval. The 
same property should hold for Y lying on L°. We have already shown that a 4-arc 
a = {A0, £ 7 , D99 G3} occuring in Theorem 2.8 cannot be extended to an oval. 
a is tangent to the lines L° and L? at the point A0. Now, Lemma 2.5 and Definition 
1.3 imply that RLj0 as well as RLlo are locally non-extensible to a Laguerre plane 
with respect to A0. For the remaining points of L° and the points of L° we shall 
use automorphisms of 0. Each isomorphism of projectie (or affine) planes obviously 
preserves the incidence relation. Since the incidence relation is the only relation used 
in Lemma 2.2 we obtain that for every automorphism ¥ e$ the 4-arc W(a) can be 
extended to an oval. 

Let cpA (i = 0, 1, . . . , 12) denote the superposition of automorphism cp and A 
for cpeE, A* el and let us denote q>1 = (BDG)(CEF)9 <p2 = (BGD)(CFE)9 cp3 = 
= (BC)(DF)(EG)9 cp4 = (BE)(CD)(FG)9 q>5 = (BF)(CG)(DE). For instance, we 
obtain 

cp5 A*(cc) = <p5({AA9 Ell9 D09 G7}) = {A4 , Dll9 E09 C7} = p 

and P is the 4-arc tangent to L°j at Dlt. In this case we have (p5A
4(L9

1 + 2j) = L® 
where L9

1 + 2j is the tangent of a at £7 . So RL.o is locally non-extensible with respect 
to the ideal point Dlx. The procedure is similar for the other points belonging to the 
lines Lj and Ly. 

Theorem 2A2 and Lemma 2.3 yield the following consequence: 

Corollary 2.13. If Rl is an affine plane induced by any line I of the projective 
plane R = R(F9) then Rt is non-extensible to a Laguerre plane. 

10 
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Souhrn 

O AFINNÍCH ROVINÁCH NEROZŠIŘITELNÝCH NA LAGUEROVY ROVINY 
A NĚKTERÉ PŘÍBUZNÉ PROBLÉMY 

KRYSTYNA GOZDALSKA 

Jsou uvedeny příklady aiinních rovin nerozšiřitelných na Laguerovy roviny a podány podmínky 
jednoznačnosti Laguerova rozšíření. 
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